
Adios to the Creative Batch of Brain Bang 

Brain Bang is a support group under the umbrella of F.O.C.C. ( Friends of Cry Club) 
Kuwait. Friends of CRY Club was established in November 2003 in Kuwait with the 
objective of having sustainable, result oriented, well founded organization which will 
continue to be in service of the deprived children of India with synergic participation of a 
cross section of people in Kuwait. The group although small in numbers have 
exceptional, sincere and dedicated volunteers.  
 

 



 

With this aim and to help children of Kuwait the support group  of Brain Bang was 
headed by Mr. Javis Jerald and a team of dedicated volunteers of Flavia, Janice, 
Nandini, Nisrin, Ramiya, Rose and Sara. 

 



The trend continued this year on 10th Jan.2014  of the closing ceremony being filled 
with lots of laughs and good memories.  The ceremony started with the brain gym 
exercises and positive affirmations which are part of the daily classes. Parents were 
included in this session so that they know what was thought to their wards. A lecture 
cum demonstration was presented by Mr. Javis Jerald on Journey Method.  Then the 
parents were treated to a parenting workshop on Self Esteem for children. This 
workshop was presented by Mr. Shoukath Ali.  

 

The children continued with their closing ceremony with numerous  dances as well as 
songs . The creative nature of the children were expressed via the speech, writing and 
creative item competition. Although the winners were difficult to chose Dayita and Fiona 
won in the speech competition, Elton and Conan won in the creative item competition 
and Shalini and Andrea won in the writing competition.  

At Brain Bang children realize that they too are capable of wonders and it showed.  

  

To know more about FOCC , its activities and the next event CRY WALK  which is on 
31st Jan. ,2014 please visit our website www.focckwt.org. 

  


